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Subject: Edgewater events and concerts
Date: Wednesday, September 13, 2017 8:04:24 AM

I am writing to support outdoor events and concerts at The Edgewater. I have lived in the Mansion Hill 
Historic District for 25 years. During that time, we've celebrated sunset gatherings, holiday meals, and 
family weddings at the unmatchable Lake Mendota location. I believe The Edgewater renovation added 
significant value to a unique site. Beyond the benefits of a major investment in public infrastructure, The 
Edgewater added a new, joyful quality of life to my neighborhood that did not exist before the 
redevelopment. I have personally shared many amenities and events on the property -- including outdoor 
concerts. I walk to the expanded, accessible plaza, and in my experience, the musical offerings are not 
“noisy”, either in the neighborhood or on the streets leading up to The Edgewater. They are certainly not 
more disruptive than the cars, sirens, skateboards, motorcycles, buses, parades, and other distractions of 
an active downtown environment. 

As many of you know, I participated in countless hearings as an advocate for the historic hotel's 
renovation. I was not paid; I truly believed in a bold catalytic investment for my neighborhood and 
Downtown. The Edgewater planners included public components, and the management team activated 
them as promised. 

During the early meetings and debates, I frequently heard that the proposed expanded hotel would not be 
public enough. After lengthy discussions and compromises, the City and The Edgewater accepted the 
PAMA to ensure that accessible open space would be operated for the public. Now, ironically, we seem 
to be discussing limited access and limited public events. That’s a step backwards.  

Please join my neighbors and me in a place where the public can come together for events on beautiful 
Lake Mendota year around.  An open, thriving performance space is and should remain a cultural 
stimulus for Mansion Hill, Langdon Street, Downtown, and the upbeat community that we all share.

Judy Karofsky
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